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These days Pizzagate means a lot of different things to a lot of different people. "Pizzagate" as a
 meme originated from the release of John Podesta's emails [1] which contain unusual references to
 pizza[2], and would eventually reveal his ties to the politically well-connected pizza restaurant
 Comet Ping Pong [3]. However, the investigation has since evolved into a full-blown activist
 movement. The mainstream media and those implicated are bombarding the subject with speculation,
 divisiveness, and most importantly, pure disinformation. In spite of all this, there are still
 serious scholars, researchers, journalists, law enforcement agencies, and governments courageously
 pursuing the subject.
At its core, Pizzagate is a joint investigation between citizens, law enforcement, and governments
 into the pervasiveness of sex trafficking, ritual abuse, and cyber crime in global political powers
 around the world. These investigations, some in the making for decades, continue to exist because
 they are based on real facts, data, and observations. Some famous examples
 include:
	The fact that around 800,000 children are reported missing [4] and 300,000 children are
 at risk of sexual exploitation [5] in United States alone every year. For context,
 the number of people murdered in the United States in a given year is only around 16,000.[6]
	There are approximately 20 to 30 million slaves in the world today. According to the U.S. State
 Department, 600,000 to 800,000 people are trafficked across international borders every year, of
 which 80% are female and half are children.[7]
	 Over 51 countries are affected by the same organizations that are subverting human rights and
 facilitating international human, drugs, and weapons trafficking
	Former Congressman Anthony Weiner - At the very least texted graphic, sexual messages to three
 women and is now on trial for doing so with a 15-year old girl [8]	Shortly after Weiner's laptop was seized, the largest pedophile raid in the U.S. was
 conducted [9]


	Former Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert - Admitted "serial child molester" who has now been
 convicted [10]
	Billionaire financier Jeffrey Epstein - International child trafficker and child molester who
 not only had a private island where he reportedly abused children, but also took other notable
 figures aboard his 727, dubbed the "Lolita Express," like Bill Clinton [11]
	Presidio Army Base - still under FBI investigation for molestation and Satanic ritual abuse at
 the base's daycare center [12]. Many other bases have been implicated and are under
 investigation as well, including Fort Meade [13].
	Lt. Col. Michael Aquino - current Army officer, leader of the Church of Set, author of several
 significant Army doctrines (U.S. Army Chaplain's Handbook), and known child abuser who worked at
 Presidio Army Base [14]
	Jimmy Savile (deceased) - Major British celebrity and politico who is being investigated for sexually abusing around 450 children [15]

For those who are silent, never stop seeking the truth,
The Pizzagate Wiki team (formerly The #Pizzagate Review)
Thank you to Voat user @caliginosity for providing some more solid examples and sources
High priorities
	Bilderberg
	CIA (Central Intelligence Agency)
	Clinton Foundation
	Disappearance of Madeleine McCann
	DynCorp
	FBIanon
	George Soros
	Haiti
	List of mysterious deaths (includes missing persons)
	Podesta Group
	Stratfor
	Tavistock Institute
	Clinton Foundation International Sex Trafficking Ring
	Tunnels: DuPont Underground tunnels etc
	Satanic Ritual Abuse
	Background cases

The "Pizzagate" Four (PG4)
This can always use more citations and bullet points!
The persons who are responsible for initially sparking the Pizzagate meme and subsequent
 investigation.
	Infographic putting it all together [16]

John Podesta
 
	Former campaign chairman of Hillary Clinton

	Brother of Tony Podesta and co-founder of Podesta Group [17]

	Possibly resembles a suspect in a police sketch related to the Madelaine McCann's
 disappearance

	Organized fundraising events for Democratic Party, most notably at Comet Ping Pong

	Owns suggestive art pieces like his brother, Tony[18]


Tony Podesta
 
	Brother of John Podesta and co-founder of Podesta Group [19]

	Possibly resembles a suspect in a police sketch related to the Madelaine McCann's
 disappearance

	Collects infamously provocative art pieces and art that portrays children in weird
 situations [20]

	Exceptionally powerful lobbyist

	Personally close to James Alefantis and they have a tradition of celebrating birthdays
 together (as they share the same birthday) [21]


James
 Achilles Alefantis
 
	Owner of Comet Ping Pong and Buck's Fishing & Camping

	Posts infamously suggestive content to social media as Jimmycomet[22], and used to do so
 publicly

	His friends and contacts on social media post infamously suggestive content as well [23]

	One of Washington DC's "50 most powerful" individuals [24]

	Former Owner of the D.C. Gallery 'Stand on the Volta' with former boyfriend David Brock


Hillary
 Clinton
 
	2016 Presidential candidate of the Democratic National Party and wife to Bill Clinton

	Known to have facilitated child trafficking at least once in the case of Laura Silsby [25]

	Co-founded Clinton Foundation which offers political favors to donors and a host of
 suspicious business practices [26]

	Used State Department email to relay a supporter Lewis Amselem's message on important
 campaign news and a "chicken to Moloch" sacrifice.[27]


 
Clinton
 Foundation members/associates/investors
	Ahmed Kahn
	Bill Cosby (outside statute of limitations)
	Brock Pierce
	Senator Bob Menendez (under DOJ investigation)
	Carlos Slim
	Cheryl Mills
	Frank Giustra
	George Soros
	Gilbert Chagoury
	Ghislaine Maxwell
	Hashim Thaci (Kosovo prime minister and suspected organ trafficker)[28]
	Hugh Rodham
	Jeffrey Epstein (convicted)
	John Kerry
	Laura Silsby (convicted)
	Li Ka-shing
	Lynn Forester de Rothschild
	Ng Lap Seng
	Ronald Burkle
	Salomon Melgen
	Steve Bing
	Terry McAuliffe
	Tony Rodham

United States federal
 government
	Anthony Weiner (Representative)(facing charges)
	Antonin Scalia (Supreme Court Justice)(deceased, possibly murdered)
	Arun Rao (DOJ attorney)
	Barack Obama (Former President)
	Barney Frank (Former Representative)
	Bob Menendez (Senator) (under DOJ investigation)
	Channing Phillips (DOJ attorney)
	Chuck Schumer (Senator)
	CIA (Central Intelligence Agency)
	Dennis Hastert (Representative)(convicted)
	Department of Homeland Security
	John McCain (Senator)
	Ken Starr
	Mel Reynolds (Representative) (convicted)
	Mark Foley (Representative)
	Nancy Pelosi (Representative)
	Peter Kadzik (Assistant Attorney General)
	Randall "Duke" Cunningham (Representative)(convicted)
	The 7th Floor Group ("Shadow Government")
	USAID (United States Agency for International Development)

Private or non-US military, intelligence and defense organizations
	Deagel
	DynCorp
	G4S
	Joint Threat Research Intelligence Group
	MZM (Athena Innovative Solutions)
	Stratfor
	Tavistock Institute

D.C. power players and
 lobbyists
	Chris Putala
	David Brock
	Ezekiel Emanuel

European Elite
	Arpad Busson (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)
	Bernie Ecclestone (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)
	Sir Clement Freud (exposed)
	Eli Broad
	Evelyn de Rothschild (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Flavio Briatore (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)
	Greville Janner (exposed)
	Jean-Luc Brunel (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Matthew Freud
	Peter Mandelson (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)
	Peter Soros (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Rothschild Family (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Silvio Berlusconi (exposed)
	Tony Blair (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)

Institutions,
 corporations and businesses
	Besta Pizza
	Beyond Borders
	Brookings Institution
	 Buck's Fishing & Camping (James Alefantis)
	Center For American Progress
	Cerberus Capital Management
	The Cohen Group
	 Comet Ping Pong (James Alefantis)
	Digital Entertainment Network
	Dr. Pong (Oliver Miller)
	Elpida
	Goat Hill Pizza (Nancy Pelosi)
	International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children
	Majescor Resources Inc.
	Operation Purple camps (National Military Family Association)
	Pizzerias
	Podesta Group
	Politics & Prose
	Reddit
	Terasol Bistro
	United Nations
	VCS Mining
	Wikipedia

Religious organizations and
 cults
	Catholic Church
	The Finders
	Friends of the Orphans
	Kincora Boys' Home
	Legion of Christ
	New Hope Academy
	New Life Children's Refuge
	The Sure Foundation (aka The Sure Foundation Theological Society)

Hollywood (including pop
 musicians)
	Alec Baldwin (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Anthony Pellicano (Michael Jackson)
	Arpad Busson (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)
	Ashton Kutcher
	Brock Pierce (Clinton Foundation, Digital Entertainment Network, Jeffrey Epstein)
	Bryan Singer (Digital Entertainment Network)
	Charlie Sheen
	Chelsea Handler (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Chris Tucker (Jeffrey Epstein, Michael Jackson)
	Dana Giacchetto (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Danny Elfman
	David Blaine (Jeffrey Epstein, Michael Jackson, Marina Abramovic)
	David Geffen (Michael Jackson, Digital Entertainment Network)
	Demi Moore (Pugs)
	Harvey Weinstein (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Jeffrey Jones
	Jeffrey Sachs (Jeffrey Epstein, Digital Entertainment Network)
	Johnny Depp
	Kevin Spacey (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Leonardo DiCaprio
	Lady Gaga (Marina Abramovic)
	Marina Abramovic (Many notable figures)
	Michael Ovitz
	Michael Jackson (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Mike Sitrick (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Naomi Campbell (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)
	Oprah Winfrey
	Robert De Niro (Marina Abramovic)
	Rob Lowe
	Roman Polanski
	Ronald Burkle (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Patrick McMullan (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Paul Reubens
	Peter Nygard (Michael Jackson)
	Sam Taylor-Wood (Tony Podesta)
	Sean Combs (Michael Jackson)
	Steve Bing
	Taki Theodoracopulos (Jeffrey Epstein, Pugs)
	Tim Burton
	Woody Allen (Jeffrey Epstein)

Artists and Indie Musicians
	Amanda Kleinman & Heavy Breathing (James Achilles Alefantis)
	Angela Strassheim
	Anna Gaskell (Tony Podesta)
	Arrington de Dionyso (Comet Ping Pong)
	Avish Khebrehzadeh (Tony Podesta)
	Biljana Djurdjevic (Tony Podesta)
	Carole Greenwood (James Achilles Alefantis)
	Cory Woolman (Jeffrey Epstein)
	Jeff Koons (Michael Jackson, Marina Abramovic)
	Katy Grannan (Tony Podesta)
	Louise Bourgeois (Tony Podesta)
	Margi Geerlinks (Tony Podesta)
	Sam Taylor-Wood (Tony Podesta)
	Sasha Lord (James Achilles Alefantis)
	Sex Stains (James Achilles Alefantis)

Prosecutors/journalists
	Andrew Breitbart (journalist, dead)
	Gavin Macfadyen (Wikileaks, dead)
	Jill Dando (TV Presenter ,dead)
	Julian Assange (Wikileaks, missing)
	Lester Holt (FBIanon claims to be trustworthy)
	Marc Lamont Hill (FBIanon)
	Monica Petersen (Human Trafficking Center, dead)
	Max Spiers (conspiracy theorist, dead)

Supporting figures
	Ben Swann
	David Boies
	Donald Trump (U.S. President)
	Dr. Jill Stein
	FBIanon
	James P. O'Neill (Chief of NYPD)
	Jason Berry
	John Connolly
	Kathryn Bolkovac
	Milo Yiannopoulos (journalist)
	Preet Bharara

Press outlets
	Washington Post
	Gawker
	Vanity Fair (Graydon Carter)
	The New York Times
	Univision
	News Corp, Fox News, NY Post (Rupert Murdoch)

Relevant social media
	Jimmycomet
	Joshua Ryan Vogelsong (@joshuaryanv)
	@Werkinonmahnightcheese
	@Pizzaf***ingparty

Locations
	Continents and countries
	Connecticut Avenue
	Caracol Industrial Complex, in Haiti
	Little St James (Jeffrey Epstein)
	DuPont Underground tunnels

Wikileaks and other relevant
 leaks
	Julian Assange
	WikiLeaks
	Swiss Leaks
	Panama Papers
	Podesta emails [29]
	 Stratfor emails [30]
	DNC emails
	Hillary Clinton emails
	Vault7

Foreign persons of interest
	Moninder Singh Pandher businessman involved to the Noida serial murders

Historical references
	Franklin Scandal
	Project MKUltra
	Operation Brownstone
	Operation Flicker

Timeline of major events
	1963: Victims of Jimmy Savile first begin to speak out
	1970s: Franklin Scandal Case Timeline [31]
	1973: CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) officially ends Project MKULTRA
	1981: "Boys for Sale" Documentary [32]
	1987: Presidio Army Base is investigated for claims of ritual abuse and child molestation
	1990: Franklin Scandal begins to be discussed in the media
	1993: Bill Clinton becomes President of the United States
	1997: Founding of DynPort Vaccine Company
	1999: DynCorp involved in child sex trafficking in Bosnia
	2001: Bill Clinton's term ends as President
	2002	DynPort Vaccine Company partner, Porton Down, sells then-incurable anthrax to Saudi
 Arabia
	Lt. Col. Michael Aquino writes a section on his Temple of Set for the U.S. Army
 Chaplains Handbook and his religion is accepted into the U.S. armed forces


	2004	DynCorp employees film sexual assault of three minors in Colombia and sell the film
	DynCorp is acquired by Veritas Capital alongside MZM (Athena Innovative Solutions)



	2005	Clinton Foundation begins Clinton Global Initiative, partially founded by Jeffrey
 Epstein
	DynCorp lobby against bill to prohibit defense contractor involvement in human
 trafficking for forced prostitution and labor
	Jeffrey Epstein solicits underage girl for prostitution in Florida
	MZM, Inc. changes their name to Athena Innovative Solutions after scandal involving
 bribes to Randall "Duke" Cunningham
	James Achilles Alefantis and Carole Greenwood establish Comet Ping Pong and Buck's Fishing & Camping



	2006	Operation Flicker finds at least 5,000 Pentagon computers were used to purchase child
 pornography
	Mark Foley scandal, which broke in late September 2006



	2007	Disappearance of Madeleine McCann



	2009	Hillary Clinton is appointed Secretary of State
	DynCorp purchased drugs and "services from a child" in "Kunduz Dancing Boy" incident
	Hillary Clinton and Cheryl Mills assist in covering up the "Kunduz Dancing Boy" incident
	Cerberus Capital Management company Talecris earns almost $1.8 billion USD profit from
 blood plasma scams in Mexico



	2010	Laura Silsby and New Life Children's Refuge (NLCR) missionaries are charged with
 abducting 33 children in Haiti
	Hillary Clinton and staff work with media on press release regarding the NLCR
	DynCorp is acquired by Cerberus Capital Management
	Operation Flicker finds thousands of Pentagon computers were used by purchase child
 pornography



	2011	Andrew Breitbart's tweet about John Podesta [33]


	2012	Andrew Breitbart, who investigated Hillary Clinton and John Podesta dies of mysterious
 circumstances
	Hillary Clinton asks about inviting Marina Abramovic to a "Filipino lunch"
	Veritas Capital owner, Robert B. McKeon, dies of mysterious circumstances



	2013	Hillary Clinton's term ends as Secretary of State


	2014	John Podesta receives infamous email about handkerchief with "map that seems
 pizza-related"
	Documentary An Open Secret about child abuse regarding Digital Entertainment Network, in
 California



	2015	Tony Podesta sends email discussing his continued close personal relationship with
 convicted pedophile, former Speaker of the House, Dennis Hastert
	John Podesta is asked, "Do you think I’ll do better playing dominos on cheese than on
 pasta?"
	Hillary Clinton thanks James Achilles Alefantis for holding a fundraiser with John
 Podesta and Tony Podesta
	John Podesta invites Marina Abramovic to a campaign luncheon for Hillary Clinton
	John Podesta arranges "Spirit Cooking" dinner at Marina Abramovic's house with brother
 Tony Podesta
	James Achilles Alefantis purchases and renovates the Pegasus Museum
	'Spotlight' (movie) wins Best Motion Picture of the Year, Best Writing, Original
 Screenplay


	2016	Justice Antonin Scalia dies of mysterious circumstances
	The Gawker Shutdown
	Monica Peterson dies of mysterious circumstances
	John Ashe, who was being investigated for tax fraud while raising funds for Bill Clinton
 and Hillary Clinton, dies of mysterious circumstances
	Gavin Macfadyen, mentor and advocate for Julian Assange and WikiLeaks, dies of
 mysterious circumstances
	Max Spiers, conspiracy theorist investigating Satanic ritual abuse and afraid for his
 life, dies of mysterious circumstances
	Reddit bans /r/Pizzagate and other subreddits involving child abuse claims
	Edgar Maddison Welch fires a weapon inside Comet Ping Pong
	Abduction and Murder of Yuliana Samboni


	2017: Clinton Global Initiative ends


 (more timeline sources/compilation: [34]
Lists and compilations
	Continents and Countries
	Cybercrimes
	Debunked rumors
	Events
	List of mysterious deaths (includes missing persons)
	Modeling Agencies as Fronts for Trafficking
	Open leads to investigate
	Organizations who covered up pedophile networks
	Organizations with direct ties to international crimes
	Pizzagate is a hoax (From Skepticism to Censorship)
	Pedophile networks shut down
	Table of Media Outlets that have suppressed, censored or shunned Pizzagate
	Videos on Pizzagate

Other important topics
	Activism
	Pedophile codes
	Resources
	Satanic Ritual Abuse
	Victims speaking out
	Attempts at Normalization of Pedophilia
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